Development of Practical Wrist Rehabilitation Robot
by Mirror Effect
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Abstract. The authors have developed wrist rehabilitation robot for hemiplegic patients. The robot is much effective for repetitive rehabilitation, and useful for patients. Mirror effect control system is developed based on the experience that a patient can easily move a limb while moving a limb on the other side. The effectiveness is successfully confirmed by the practical test in the hospital.

Introduction

The effective wrist rehabilitation robot shown in Fig.1 has been developed at practical level for hemiplegic patients, who need repetitive rehabilitation training to improve the function of upper and lower extremities and to increase the range of motion. The effectiveness of repetitive rehabilitation training is shown in medical researches [1-8]. The mild physically disabled patients can undergo self-training with such rehabilitation tools as blocks. In contrast to it, the massive physically disabled patients generally undergo forced training with training support devices. However, forced training fails to be higher effective because patients cannot exercise on their own active mind. Therefore, the effect of the treatment is unable to surpass the critical limit. Although occupational therapists can give the patients undivided attention, the number of occupational therapists is limited and there is a compelling need to reduce their work load. Many research results for rehabilitative training robot have been reported [9-14], however, it is often the case that the robot system is large and the process is complicated. Therefore, it is difficult for patients to feel unrestrained to use the robot system. Then, the research is aimed at developing a rehabilitative robot that enables the effective training of patient. The training robot conducts several modes of training. Specially, the paretic hand can undergo the rehabilitative training by the other non-paretic hand based on mirror effect control system.

Fig.1 The effective wrist rehabilitation robot

Fig.2 The rehabilitative training robot using myoelectric sensors
System configuration

The developed rehabilitative robot consists of passive, constant torque and autonomous training modes. In addition to that, the authors have developed the training robot that has a function to detect the myoelectric potential by myoelectric sensors on patient’s muscle, and analyze the patient’s intention to flex their wrist shown in Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4. The training robot can provoke training through the function, so that patients can undergo effective training shown in Fig.5 [15-17]. The rehabilitative training robot consists of grip, actuator, biological signal detector, biological signal processor, training controller and both-wrist system. Grip is held by patient during training. The training movement is generated by servomotor as the actuator.

![Fig.3 The myoelectric sensors](image)

![Fig.4 The extensor carpi radialis longus/brevis muscle and flexor carpi radialis muscle](image)

![Fig.5 The developed rehabilitation robot in an excited condition](image)

![Fig.6 The CAD design of the new rehabilitative training robot for hospital use](image)

System development

The system is firstly designed by CAD shown in Fig.6. Through adjustments of manufacturing for safety use, the wrist rehabilitation robot has been developed shown in Fig.1. The picture of grip and computer display is shown in Fig.7. The robot is small desk size and is easy to carry. Therefore, the training can be performed in a small space in the hospital and at home. The passive mode is the mode of palmar and dorsal flexion motions started by the start button shown in Fig.7. The constant torque mode is the mode that patients operate the grip under the constant torque. The autonomous training mode has two main functions. One function is that the patients operate an arbitrary grip A of one hand in Fig.8. The palmar and dorsal flexion motions of the other hand’s grip B and grip A itself are started autonomously. The other function is that the patients operate an arbitrary grip to palmar flexion direction A the palmar flexion motion B is started in Fig.9, and that the dorsal flexion motion is started when they operate it to dorsal flexion direction.
System test

The rehabilitation robot system has been tested in the hospital. The user-friendly screen for patients with easily recognizable touch panels, therefore, it can avoid operational error when used by patients on their own. The training data can be stock for each patient, and re-start training is possible when patient stopped training. Also, the height of desk can be adjusted smoothly manually according to the height of patients. The limit switch of maximum flexion angle of patients and emergent switch to stop the servomotors are equipped with the system for safety. The most effective function is mirror effect training. It is found that mirror effect motion is effective in rehabilitation of patients. The control system is equipped under each circular grip of hands and mirror effect control motion adjustable to patient’s state is conducted, therefore, the paretic hand can learn how to move by the real time teaching data of non-paretic hand. The same time interval of flexion training of both wrists at the different speed of rotation can be realized by the control system.

Conclusion

The practical wrist rehabilitation robot has been developed and is used in the hospital. The robots are introduced and applied to several hospitals, and the authors get clinical data to complete the research. Also, the authors improve more functions according to the requirement from medical doctor, therapists and patients.
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